

















































































































































Columbus	SOZ	or	ELC	3-3	 365	days	 28	min	 7.2	hrs	 2,640	hrs	
Solar viewing analysis for two representative ISS external site locations 
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CH Evolution (2-6mo) 
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Brightening (10-60s) 
Wave Periods (300s) 











Solar Rotation (27d) 
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Mission	Products	
Spectral	images	provide	
plasma	diagnosScs	
(temperature,	density	and	
LOS	velocity	for	fast	ﬂows	
~100km/s).	
Spaceweather	events	
and	coronal	magneBc	
connecBvity	are	tracked	
through	the	corona:	
	
EUV	coronagraphs	allow	
for	visibility	of	both	the	
source	region	and	the	
propagaSng	disturbance.	
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